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Ⅰ Legislation and standards
LSPD safety laser scanner (Hereinafter referred to as LSPD) complies with the following standards:
EU legislations
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
European Standards
EN 61496-1 (Type 3)
EN 61496-3 (Type 3)
EN 60825-1 (Class 1 laser product)
EN 13849-1 (PLd)
International Standards
IEC 61496-1 (Type 3)
IEC 61496-3 (Type 3)
ISO 13849-1 (PLd)
National Standards
GB/T 19436.1
GB 19436.3
GB4208 (IP65)
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Ⅱ User instructions
Read this manual thoroughly before installing, operating and maintaining LSPD. Please contact us if

there is any question.
Quality assurance
The quality guarantee period of LSPD is 18 months.
KELI makes no warranty or representation, express or implied, regarding non- infringement, mer⁃

chantability, or fitness for particular purpose of the products. Any buyer or user acknowledges that the
buyer or user alone has determined that the products will suitably meet the requirements of their intended
use. KELI disclaims all other warranty, express or implied.

When the product is applied in other situations excluded in 1.5, we do not make any commitment to
its applicability. Users need to decide whether to use depending on the application. For occasions used
for special purpose, we make no quality guarantee.

Limitations of liability
KELI shall not be responsible for special, indirect, or consequential damages, loss of profits or com⁃

mercial loss in any way connected with the products, whether such claim is based on contract, warranty,
negligence, or strict liability.

We understand no responsibility for any damages, losses and risks caused by failing to operate in ac⁃
cordance with the requirement of this manual.

The company will maintain and replace product on the condition that the product is operated, stored,
installed, and maintained in correct ways. If the company’s staff detect and conform that the product
meets above conditions and does not been contaminated , abused, misused or changed, and maintained in
improper way, the company will provides high-quality serves for customer in accordance with the provi⁃
sions of the purchase contact.

Performance
Performance data given in this document is provided as a guide for the user in determining suitabili⁃

ty and does not constitute a warranty. It may represent the result of KELI’s test conditions, and the users
must correlate it to actual application requirements.

Change in specifications
Product specifications and accessories may be changed at any time based on improvements and oth⁃

er reasons.
It is our practice to change model numbers when published ratings or features are changed, or when

significant construction changes are made. However, some specifications of the product may be changed
without any notice. When in doubt, please contact us.

Errors and omissions
The information in this document has been carefully checked and is believed to be accurate; howev⁃

er, no responsibility is assumed for clerical, typographical, or proofreading errors, or omissions.
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Copyright and copy permission
This document shall not be copied for sales or promotions without permission.
This document is protected by copyright and is intended solely for use in conjunction with LSPD.

Please notify us before copying or reproducing this document in any manner, for any other purpose. If
copying or transmitting this document to another, please copy or transmit it in its entirety.
Ⅲ Precautions on safety

The following special messages used to warn potential danger or prompt the information clarifying or
simplifying a procedure, may appear anywhere in this manual. Please pay attention.

This is the safety warning symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal injury hazards. Obey
all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid possible injury or death.

WARNING!

WARNING indicates an actual or potential risk or health hazard. They are designed to help
you to prevent accidents. Read carefully and follow the warnings!

!

CAUTION indicates the key information which, if not avoided, can result in expected legal
dispute, or equipment damage.
Read carefully and follow the cautions!

CAUTION

IV Precautions for safe use
For safe usage of LSPD, please be sure to comply with the following considerations.
Thoroughly read this manual and understand the installation procedures, operation check proce⁃

dures, and maintenance procedures before using the product.
LSPD should only be selected, installed, checked, and maintained by a qualified person.
A qualified person is defined as“a person or persons who, by possession of a recognized degree or

certificate of professional training, or who, by extensive knowledge, training and experience, has success⁃
fully demonstrated the ability to solve problems relating to the subject matter and work”.

OSSDs must satisfy the following conditions:
Not short-circuited with 24V
The OSSDs should not be used with a current that is higher than the rating.
Do not drop the product.
Dispose of the product in accordance with the relevant rules and regulations of the country or area

where the product is used.
Users should establish the rules and regulations used for safe operation and implement them effectively.
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Section1 Product description

1.1 Principle of operation
LSPD is an scanning device that detected by an optical two-dimensional laser protection principles

to achieve regional security. The LSPD guarding area is divided into warning area and protective area.
When the target is detected in warning area, LSPD will send warning signal. When the target is detected
in protective area, LSPD will send stop signal. Below is introduction of warning area and protective area.

Fig.1.1 Warning area and protective area introduction
Sheet1.1 The meaning of each mark in Fig.1.1

Mark

1
2
3
4
PF
WF
M

Meaning

Warning area configured
Protective area configured
Object or person in protective area
LSPD safety laser scanner
The largest protective area
The largest warning area
The maximum measuring range

Remark

Set by software
Set by software
7cm minimum diameter of detectable object at 4m
System components described in 1.2
4m (1.8% reflection coefficient)
15m (20 % reflection coefficient)
50m (100% reflection coefficient)
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1.2 System components
LSPD system consists of a scanner, a power cable, a configuration cable and configuration software.

Fig.1.2 System components

1.3 Specifications
1.3.1 System specification

1.3.2 Power cable specification
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1.3.3 Configuration cable specification

1.4 Cables
1.4.1 Power cable

Fig.1.3 Power cable
Sheet1.2 Plug soldering order of power cable

Pin number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Signal definition

24V
0V
Z1

OSSD1
Z2

OSSD2
Z3
Z4

RESET
ALARM
EDM
PE

Color of cable core

Red
Green
White
Brown
Black
Blue

Orange
Pink

Yellow
Purple
Gray

Shield layer
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1.4.2 Configuration cable

Fig.1.4 Configuration cable
Sheet1.3 Plug soldering order of configuration cable

Pin number

1
2
3
4
5

Signal definition

5V
D-
D+
0V
0V

Color of cable core

Red
White
Green
Black

Shield layer
1.5 Applications

LSPD is mainly used in industrial site. The typical application contains protection for fixed danger
area and protection of AGV.
1.5.1 Application note

LSPD achieve its protective functions must meet the following conditions:
1) Only objects that invade into the protective area will be detected.
2) LSPD can not detect transparent or translucent objects.
3) Size of objects that invade the protective area must greater than or equal detection capability.
Do not use LSPD in the following types of environments:
1) Environments outside the scope of the provisions of this manual.
2) Environments where flammable or explosive gases are present.
3) Areas with heavy smoke, particulate matter, and corrosives.
4) Areas exposed to intense interference light, such as direct sunlight.

1.5.2 Application for fixed danger area protection
LSPD can be used for protection of fixed danger area to prevent staff or object from entering danger⁃

ous area and getting harmed. When object is detected in the set warning area, the LSPD will send out
warning signal. When object is detected in the protection area, stop signal will be sent out to stop the ma⁃
chine and prevent danger.
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Fig.1.5 Fixed danger area protection
1.5.3 Application for entrance guard protection

When object is detected passing through the protective door, stop signal will be sent out and the con⁃
trolled machine will stop to prevent danger.

WARNING!

The object can not be detected by LSPSafter the object passes through the protective door.

Fig.1.6 Entrance guard protection
1.5.4 Application moving danger area protection

LSPD can be installed in moving devices such as AGV. During the moving process, LSPD can moni⁃
tor the danger area every time. When object is detected in the set protective area, stop signal will be sent.
Different protection area can be changed according to the outside signal.

Fig.1.7 Moving danger area protection
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1.6 Scanner
1.6.1 Appearance

Fig.1.8 Appearance introduction

Sheet 1.4 Appearance introduction
Number

1
2
3
4
5

6

Name

Nameplate
Power cable connector
Cofiguration cable interface
Indicator window
Indicator mark

Scanning window

Description

The nameplate shows technical parameter of LSPD
Connect power cable and the scanner
Connect cofiguration cable and the scanner
Contains 4 indicator lights and 1 nixie tube
Respectively corresponding to 4 indicator lights and 1
nixie tube
Scanning light sending out through the scanning win⁃
dow, the detection angle is 190°
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1.6.2 Indicator mark
Sheet 1.5 Introduction of indicator mark
Indicator
mark

Indicator
light

Reset

Normal

Stop

Warning

Nixie
tube

Color

Orange

Green

Red

Red

Red

Description

Under manual reset mode,

The light is on when no object detected in protection area, OSSD out⁃
put ON, the controlled machine is allowed to work.

The light is on when object detected in protection area, OSSD output
OFF, the controlled is not allowed to work.

The light is on when object detected in warning area, ALARM out⁃
put ON

: protection/warning area not set or the area input signal fault
: current scanning area is protective/warning area 1
: current scanning area is protective/warning area 2
: current scanning area is protective/warning area 3
: current scanning area is protective/warning area 4
: OSSD output fault
: establish communication connection with computer
: LSPD set successfully
: EDM monitoring fault
: LSPD system fault
: Window smudginess display, it will be activated when energy at⁃

tenuation to 60% caused by window smudginess

When different conditions coexist, different displays will circulate
(interval 1s)
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1.6.3 Dimensions

Fig.1.9.A Dimensions of LSPD Fig.1.9.B Scanning center and detecting plane

Fig.1.9.C Dimensions of mounting holes Fig.1.9.D Dimensions of protective cover

Fig.1.10.A Mounting dimensions used with horizontal bracket
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Fig.1.10.B Mounting dimensions used with vertical bracket

Fig.1.10.C Mounting dimensions used with L-bracket

1.7 Technical parameters

Safety category
Executed standard
Reference standard
Optical characteristics

Scan angle range
Angle Resolution
Maximumradiusofprotectivearea
Maximum radius of warning area
Minimum detectable object
Maximum measurement error
Light source

Type3 (IEC 61496) , PL d ( ISO 13849)
2006/42/EC，2004/108/EC，IEC 61496-1，IEC 61496-3，ISO 13849-1
GB/T 19436.1，GB19436.3，GB 4208(IP65)，EN 60825-1 (class 1 laser product)

190°
0.36°
4m (1.8% reflectance)
15m (20% reflectance)
7cm diameter at 4m, 15cm diameter at 15m
10cm*
Wavelength: 905nm ; Class 1 laser product
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Electrical characteristics

Power supply
Power consumption

Safety output (OSSD)

Alarm output

Power on start time
Length of cable
Environmental characteristics

Environment temperature
Environment humidity
Ambient illumination
Shock resistance
Vibration resistance
Enclosure rating
Auxiliary function

Protective area configuration

Response time
Reset function
External device monitor
(EDM)

Area group change

DC24V±20％
＜10W（No load）
PNP × 2（ON- state: IOUT＝200mA(Max.), VOUT≥Vcc- 2V; OFF- state:
IOUT ＜1mA, VOUT ＜2V), overcurrent protection, capacitive load ≤22nF.
ON-state when there is no object in protective area; OFF- state when
there is a detectable object in protective area or the system is on fault
PNP × 1（ON- state: IOUT＝200mA(Max.), VOUT≥Vcc- 2V; OFF- state:
IOUT ＜1mA, VOUT ＜2V), overcurrent protection.
NO-state when there is a detectable object in warning area
10s (typical value)
≤50m

Operation: -10 to 50℃, Storage: -30 to 70℃ (non-condensing)
Operation: 35 to 85%RH, Storage 35 to 95%RH
Incandescent lamp: maximum 1500Lux, included angle between light
source and scanning surface＞±5°
9.8m/s2, respectively 1000 times at X, Y, Z axis
10 55Hz, 0.7mmdouble-amplitude, respectively 20 times atX,Y, Z axis
IP65

User can set the protective / warning area according to requirement by
connecting with computer. The default protection radius 1m, angle
190°, warning area radius 2m, angle 190°
80ms (2 times scanning, default) to 640ms (16 times scanning)
Automatic reset (default) or manual reset available
When connect with relay or contactor, monitor the state of load normal
closed contact, default EDM is forbidden.
LSPD can set 4 area groups at most. User can change different area
group by external input signal( Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4). Default setting is sin⁃
gle, Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 can not be used.

*For background with high reflectance, error value adds 20cm.
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Section2 Function introduction

2.1 Input/output interface circuit

Fig.2.1 Input/output interface circuit
Sheet 2.1 Signal description
Signal type

Input signal
Input signal
Input signal
Input signal
Input signal
Input signal
Input signal
Input signal
Output signal
Output signal

Output signal

Output signal

Signal
mark
24V
0V

Reset
EDM
Z1
Z2
Z3
Z4

OSSD1
OSSD2

ALARM

PE

Cable
color
Red
Green
Yellow
Grey
White
Black
Orange
Pink
Brown
Blue

Purple

Yellow/
Green

Signal description

Power supply DC24V±20%
When manual reset, input reset signal to release output lock to start again
External contact monitor input signal, OSSD is ON, EDM=0V, OSSD is
OFF, EDM=24V
Area selection signal 1
Area selection signal 2
Area selection signal 3
Area selection signal 4
PNP×2，ON-state: IOUT＝200mA(Max.), VOUT≥Vcc-2V; OFF-state:
IOUT ＜1mA, VOUT ＜2V);
ON-state when there is no object in protective area; OFF-state when
there is a detectable object in protective area or the system is on fault
PNP×1，ON-state: IOUT＝200mA(Max.), VOUT≥Vcc-2V; OFF-state:
IOUT ＜1mA, VOUT ＜2V，NO-state when there is a detectable object in
warning area
Power cable shielding layer, connect with 0V

Different area groups can change by changing
the external input signal ( only available when
different area groups are used, if only one area
is used, Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 can not be used.
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2.2 Wiring diagram
2.2.1 Wiring diagram for mutiple area

Fig.2.2 Wiring diagram for multiple area, manual rest and EDM function used
K1, K2: relay or contactor which control machine danger parts
K3: relay for controlling alarm device

2.2.2 Wiring diagram for single area

Fig.2.3 Wiring diagram for single area, automatic reset, EDM function not used
K1, K2: relay or contactor which control machine danger parts
K3: relay for controlling alarm device

2.3 Function declaration
2.3.1 Safety output declaration

When no object detected in protection area, 2 safety output OSSD 1 and OSSD 2 are both at ON con⁃
dition, the normal indicator light on, the controlled machine work normally. When object is detected in
protection area, 2 safety output are both at OFF condition, the stop indicator light on, the controlled ma⁃
chine will stop.
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When OSSD is ON, LSPD outputs periodic detecting signal, shown as drawing 2.4. When OSSD out⁃
put fault or short circuit with other interface signals, the detection signal change and feedback fault sig⁃
nal, the system lock.

Fig.2.4 Timing chart when OSSDs are on ON-state
2.3.2 Response time and scanning period

Response time of LSPD means the time from object entering protection area to the detected object
make the OSSD OFF condition.

Response time=scanning period*scanning times, scanning period is 40ms. The default response time
is 80ms, corresponding 2 times scanning.

User can set the response time, the range is 80ms to 640ms, corresponding 2 to 16 scanning frequency.
Please refer to“Instruction of configuration software for LSPD safety laser scanner”for detailed

method.
Sheet 2.2 Correspondence between scanning frequency and response time
Scanning
frequency
Response

time

2

80

3

120

4

160

5

200

6

240

7

280

8

320

9

360

10

400

11

440

12

480

13

520

14

560

15

600

16

640
Advantage of fast response time: to shorten safety distance.
Advantage of slow response time: scanning frequency is increased to avoid that the LSPD change to

OFF condition because of light interference or detecting dust in the protective area instantly.
2.3.3 Automatic / manual reset

Automatic reset
As long as obstacle in the protective area is cleared, OSSD immediately conduct, the machine auto⁃

matically starts.
Manual reset

When LSPD detect something in the protective area，OSSD turned off, the orange RESET light is on.
When the protective area is cleared of obstacles, OSSD remains keep OFF-state, only RESET signal from
low to high, the machine can restart.
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LSPD default configuration is automatically reset, manual reset can be achieved by the machine con⁃
figuration.

Fig.2.5 Wiring diagram for manual reset

2.3.4 External device monitor function (EDM)
LSPD can monitor the state of external input signal (EDM) to identify the sate of external device

(such as safety relay or contactor) driven by OSSD. This function is called external device monitoring func⁃
tion.

The wiring between LSPD and external device (normal closed contact) must be on basis of Fig.2.6.

Fig.2.6 Wiring diagram for EDM function
If NC contact of external device has not closed after 80ms that OSSD enters to OFF-state from ON-

state, the LSPD detects EDM input error and enter fault state.
To ensure the safety of EDM function, safety relay or contactor with mandatory orientation should be

used.
User can start or forbid the EDM function according to requirement. Please refer to“instruction of

configuration software for LSPD safety laser scanner”for detailed method.
The default setting EDM function is forbidden.

2.3.5 Table of working sequence and condition

Fig.2.7 Operation timing chart of LSPD
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Sheet 2.3 State table

State
Function

Power on self
test
Normal work
no object

Obstacle in
protective area

Obstacle in
warning area
Internal fault
OSSD output
fault
EDM fault
Window dirty
Areas input
signal error

Connect with
computer

LSPD
configuration
finish

OSSD

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position

ALARM

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position

RESET
indicator

OFF

OFF

ON for
manual reset,
OFF for
automatic
reset

OFF

——

——

——

——

——

——

——

NORMAL
indicator

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position

Nixie tube

8 flickers
@ 1 Hz
Number
of present
area group

Number
of present
area group

Number
of present
area group

F
5
E
C

0

6

9

Stop
indicator

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON
ON
ON
ON

Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position

Warning
indicator

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position
Depend
on object
position

Note: When different conditions coexist, different displays will circulate (interval 1s)
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2.3.6 Area group change
One area group consists of one protective area (maximum radius 4 meters) and one warning area

(maximum radius 15 meters)
LSPD can set 4 different area groups.
When using multiple area groups, user can change present area group to another area group by

changing external output signal(Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4). External input signal wiring is shown below in Fig.2.8.
External input high level when the switch is closed; external input low level when the switch is open.

Fig.2.8 Wiring diagram with external input signal
When using multiple area groups, user need to use configuration software to define different external

input combination(activation condition) for area groups.
Take below Fig.2.9 for example. User choose area group 1, area group 2, area group 3 to be valid and

area group 4 is forbidden. User change different area group by changing external input Z1, Z2, Z3.

Fig.2.9 Valid input setting for area groups
Sheet2.4 Area group change

Area group number

1
2
3

External input
Z1

High level
High level
Low level

Z2
High level
Low level
High level

Z3
Low level
High level
High level

Z4
No connect
No connect
No connect

Description

Area group 1 activate
Area group 2 activate
Area group 3 activate
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NOTICE:
User can choose to use any area group or group combinations, set activated conditions for each

area group freely. However, the activation condition of different area groups can not be the same when us⁃
ing multiple area groups otherwise only the area group with minimum number can be activated.

When external input signal condition is same with the configuration, LSPD will change to the
corresponding area group. And the number of corresponding area group will be shown in the indicator
light window.

When external input signal condition is not same with the configuration,“0”will be shown in the
indicator light window to indicate“area group input error”. The LSPD will automatically set protection ra⁃
dius 4 meters, angle 190°and warning radius 15 meters, angle 190°until external input is same with the
configuration..

User needs to complete the change of area group input signal in 20ms otherwise LSPD will de⁃
tect inconformity between external input and configuration, promptting“ area group input signal error”.
The LSPD will return to normal after the change completed.

LSPD default setting area group 1 valid and area group 2, 3 and 4 are forbidden. External input
Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4 shielded (not connect, connect with high level or low level are all OK). Please refer to“in⁃
struction of configuration software for LSPD safety laser scanner”for detailed method.
2.4 Protective area setting

Protective area instruction please refer to“1.1 Principle of operation”.
LSPD default protective area setting is: protection radius 1m, angle 190°, warning radius 2m, angle

190°。
The largest area can be set is: protection radius 4m, angle 190°, warning radius 15m, angle 190°.
User can set the protective area and warning area to the desired shape by connecting to computer.

Please refer to“Instruction of configuration software for LSPD safety laser scanner”for detailed method.
2.5 Window dirty check

Window is an important part. If the window is polluted, the detection capability will weaken because
of weak light. If the window is polluted seriously, LSPD will regard pollutant as an object getting close to
the protective area and OSSD will go OFF condition. When pollutant is detected (the pollution leads ener⁃
gy decline to below 60%), nixie tube of LSPD window will indicate .

Therefore, make sure to keep the window clean. When there is dust or pollutant on the window, wipe
the window by soft cloth with neutral detergent which will not erode makrolon.

Change the window if it is damaged. The window should be calibrated after the window is changed to
collect criterion value of pollution detection. Please refer to“instruction of configuration software for
LSPD safety laser scanner”for detailed method.
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2.6 Default setting
Sheet2.5 Default setting

Item

Protective area
Warning area
Reset
EDM
Response time
Area group change

Default setting

Radius 1m, scanning angle 190°
Radius 2m, scanning angle 190°
Automatic
Forbidden
80ms
Area group 1 valid, area group 2, 3 and 4 are forbidden. External input Z1, Z2, Z3,
Z4 shielded( not connect, connect with high level or low level are all OK)
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Section3 Installation and wiring

!

Please read this part carefully before installation, to avoid personal injury caused by incor⁃
rect installation.
Make sure that the machine is OFF while installing, failure to do so may resulting in serious
injury.

CAUTION

3.1 Installation notes

1) The guarded machine can easily emergency stop at all operating points within its operating cy⁃
cle. Do not install LSPD on the machine with the irregular stopping time.

2) Do not use LSPD for machines that cannot be stopped by electrical control. Otherwise, the ma⁃
chine may not stop before a person reaches the hazardous part, resulting in serious injury.

3) LSPD cannot protect a person from an object flying from a hazardous zone. Install protective cov⁃
ers or fences.

4) After the LSPD has been installed, machine operator must only pass through the protective area
before entering or approaching the danger zone. Following installation results must be avoided absolutely:
the machine operator or part of the machine operator's body can enter or near the hazardous zone, or stay
at a location between the protective area and the hazardous area bypassing the protective area.

3.2 Installation suggestion

3.2.1 Disturbance light
Although there is no object in the protective area, however, if ambient light, as described below, exists in
the detecting plane, then the OSSD may also enter the OFF-state.

1) Incandescent lamps
2) Sunlight
3) Fluorescent lamps
4) Stroboscopic lamps
5) Other infrared light source
To avoid external light interference, ambient light should not be within ± 5° range of the detecting

plane.
3.2.2 Mutual interference

When using more than one LSDP at the same time, the OSSDs may output OFF-state due to the mu⁃
tual interference. To avoid mutual interference, LSPD should be installed in accordance with the follow⁃
ing measures.
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1) Install shield plate between adjacent machines.
2) Change the installation height, making the detection plane of the machine is not within ± 5°

range of other machine’s detection plane.
3) Change the mounting angle, making the detection plane of the machine is not within ±5°range of

other machine’s detection plane.
3.2.3 Highly reflective background

LSPD can not accurately detect the actual distance of the object if the background reflectivity is
higher than the rated value. If there is a high reflectivity background within the protective area boundary
1.2m range, 200mm should be added to the safety distance for additional protection as necessary comple⁃
ment of the distance when calculating the minimum safety distance. Other measures, such as reducing re⁃
flectance or removing the background also can be taken by the users.
3.2.4 The area of restricted detection capability

LSPD may not detect objects within 100mm from the origin of the protective area.

3.3 Safety distance

Safety distance is differ with the response time and the minimum detectable object specified. Setting
the protective area should be based on the minimum safety distance which is calculated in accordance
with laws, regulations, and standards of countries and regions related.
3.3.1 For fixed danger area protection

Calculate the safety distance according to international standard ISO 13855-2005 (Reference).

Fig.3.1 Safety distance calculation of fixed danger area
S＝K×T＋C＋A
● S: Minimum safety distance（mm）
● K: Approach speed to the protective area（mm/s）
● T: The total response time（t1＋t2）( s )
t1: The response time of LSPD（s）
t2: The response time of guarded machine（s）
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● C＝1200－0.4×H（C≥850 mm）。
H: The height from the detecting plane to the reference plane（mm）
1000 mm ≥ H ≥15×(d－50)mm
d: The size of minimum object detected by LSPD（mm）
● A: Supplementary necessary distance（mm）
● P1, P2: protection distance of protective area
● W1, W2: width of the danger area
Calculation Example
K＝1600 mm/s T＝1＋t2＝0.58 s t1＝0.08 s (changeable) t2＝0.5 s
C＝1200－0.4×H＝1080 mm
H≥15×(d－50mm), the minimum allowable height of detecting plane is 300 mm
d＝70mm (The size of minimum object detected by LSPD at 4 meters)
H≥15×(70－50mm)＝300mm A＝100 mm（measurement error of scanner）
Minimum safety distance: S＝K×T＋C＋A＝1600×0.58＋1080＋100＝2108 mm
W1＝W2=1000mm (width of danger area )
P1＝S＋W1＝2108+1000＝3108 mm P2＝S＋W2＝2108+1000＝3108 mm
Note: If there is a high reflectivity background within the protective area boundary 1.2 m range, 200

mm must be added to A and S for necessary complement of distance.
3.3.2 Entrance guard protection

Calculate the safety distance according to international standard ISO 13855-2005 (Reference).

Fig.3.2 Safety distance calculation of entrance guard

S＝K×T＋C
● S: Minimum safety distance（mm）
● K: Approach speed to the protective area（mm/s）
● T: The total response time（t1＋t2）（s）
t1: The response time of LSPD（s）
t2: The response time of machine（s）
● C: Extra intrusion distance before the protection device is activated
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Calculation Example
K＝1600 mm/s T＝t1＋t2＝0.58 s
t1＝0.08 s (changeable) t2＝0.5 s C＝850 mm
Minimum safety distance: S＝K×T＋C＝1600×0.58＋850＝1778 mm

3.3.3 Protection of moving danger area (take AGV for instance)
Calculate the safety distance as below (Reference):

Fig.3.3 Safety distance calculation of moving danger area
S＝V×T＋Sbrake × L＋Z
● S: Minimum safety distance (mm)
● V: Maximum speed of AGV (mm/s)
● T: Total response time (t1＋t2)(s)
t1: The response time of LSPD（s）
t2: The response time of AGV（s）
● Sbrake: braking length of AGV(mm)
● L: Safety factor of AGV braking length (base on braking abrasion)
● Z: Extra distance, Z＝ZLD＋ZF(mm)
ZLD: Necessary complementary distance for LSPD（mm）
ZF: Necessary complementary distance for h, if h is not sufficient
h: distance between reference plan(ground) and AGV bottom.
Relation schema between h and ZF is below:

Fig.3.4 Relationship diagram between h and ZF
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● P1, P2: protection distance of protection area
● W1, W2: width of AGV
● H: distance between reference plane (ground) and detection plane of LSPD, H＜200mm
Calculation Example
V＝2000 mm/s T＝t1＋t2＝0.58 s t1＝0.08 s (changeable) t2＝0.5 s
Sbrake＝1500 mm L＝1.1 Z＝ZLD＝ZF＝100＋100＝200 mm
Minimum safety distance:
S = V ×T＋Sbrake × L＋Z= 2000 × 0.58＋1500 × 1.1＋200＝3010 mm
W1=W2=1000 mm (width of AGV)
Protection distance of protective area:
P1＝W1＋Z＝1000＋200＝1200 mm P2＝W2＋Z＝1000＋200＝1200 mm
Note: If there is a high reflectivity background within the protective area boundary 1.2 m range, 200

mm must be added to A and S for necessary complement of distance.

3.4 Installation

3.4.1 Horizontal installation
The detecting plane of LSPD can be adjusted in this installation, with ± 5 ° in the vertical angle and

in the horizontal angle.

Fig.3.5 Horizontal installation Fig.3.6 Mounting dimensions of horizontal installation
①Adapter bracket ②Horizontal bracket ③Insulating sleeve ④Insulating gasket
1) Fix ①adapter bracket onto LSPD through four M5×12 hexagon socket head cap screws (with

shells, flat washers).
2) Fix ②horizontal bracket onto ①adapter bracket through four M5×12 hexagon socket head cap

screws (with shells, flat washers).
3) Install LSPD to the desired position through four M5×16 hexagon socket head cap screws (with

shells, flat washers).
4) Fasten all mounting screws after start-up test.

3.4.2 Vertical installation
The detecting plane of LSPD can be adjusted in this installation with ± 5 ° in the vertical angle and

in the horizontal angle.
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Fig.3.7 Vertical installation Fig.3.8 Mounting dimensions of vertical installation
①Adapter bracket ②Vertical bracket ③Insulating sleeve ④Insulating gasket
1) Fix ①adapter bracket onto LSPD through four M5×12 hexagon socket head cap screws (with

shells, flat washers).
2) Fix ②vertical bracket onto ①adapter bracket through four M5×12 hexagon socket head cap

screws (with shells, flat washers).
3) Install LSPD to the desired position through four M5×16 hexagon socket head cap screws (with

shells, flat washers).
4) Fasten all mounting screws after start-up test.

3.4.3 L-bracket installation
The detection plane of LSPD can be adjusted in this installation, With ± 5 ° in the vertical angle

and in the horizontal angle.

Fig.3.9 Vertical installation Fig.3.10 Mounting dimensions of vertical installation
①Adapter bracket ②L-bracket ③Insulating sleeve ④Insulating gasket
1) Fix ①adapter bracket onto LSPD through four M5×12 hexagon socket head cap screws (with

shells, flat washers).
2) Fix ②L-bracket onto ①adapter bracket through four M5×12 hexagon socket head cap screws

(with shells, flat washers).
3) Install LSPD to the desired position through four M5×16 hexagon socket head cap screws (with

shells, flat washers).
4) Fasten all mounting screws after start-up test.
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3.4.4 Other installation
LSPD can also be installed through the screwed hole at the backside or bottom, see 1.9.C.

Fig.3.11 Mounting dimensions of backside installation Fig.3.12 Mounting dimensions of bottom installation

3.5 Wiring

3.5.1 Precautions
1) Wiring when the power of LSPD is turned OFF.
2) Double or reinforced insulation must be applied between the input/output interface and danger⁃

ous voltage, otherwise may lead to electric shock.
3) Be sure to route the LSPD cable separate from high-voltage lines and power line.
4) The 0V of the power supply and the shielding layer must be grounded so that OSSD does not

turn ON due to short circuit with the ground.
5) Prevent the OSSD short cut with power.
6) The two OSSDs must be used together; otherwise it may reduce the safety of the system.
7) Users without permission is strictly prohibited to replace cables.
8) Properly perform the wiring after confirming the signal names of all the terminals.

3.5.2 Power
The DC power of LSPD must meet all the following requirements:
1) Output voltage is in the scope of rated voltage(DC24V±20%) of LSPD.
2) Meet requirement of load current.
3) Double or reinforced insulation should be used between primary power secondary power supply.
4) Output keep no less than 20ms when external voltage fluctuation or drop.
5) Output current dynamic characteristic≥1A, with over-current protection characteristic of auto

reset.
6) The power supply must have the over voltage and over current protection function.
7) Must meet the local regulation about EMC and requirement of electric equipment safety.

3.5.3 Wiring procedure
1) Connect the power cable plug with scanner socket.
2) Connect the cable in accordance with 2.2 according to function requirement.
3) Connect scanner and computer by configuration to set different functions. Please refer to“In⁃

struction of configuration software for LSPD safety laser scanner”for detailed method.
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Section4 Check and maintenance

4.1 Check before first Startup

WARNING!

Before the first Startup of the controlled machine ,please make sure that there is no people
in the danger area to avoid the accident injuries.
If the laser safety scanner doesn’t conform to any of the items to check, please do not use
the machine the laser safety scanner is mounted to. Otherwise, the machine operator may
be hurt seriously, even the life is threatened.

4.1.1 When perform the following operation, the initial check is needed.
1) Put it into use for the first time
2) After long machine standstill
3) After the controlled machine is reconfigured.
4) After the LSPD is reconfigured.

4.1.2 The pre-check of the installation
1) There are no loose screws on the scanner after installation。
2) When the OSSD is on OFF-state, the machine controlled by the scanner stops running.
3) The installation of LSPD should ensure that the machine operator cannot enter or be close to the

danger area if he does not pass through the protective area.
4) The installation of LSPD should ensure that the machine can not run if there are people or ob⁃

jects in the danger area.
5) Ensure that calculation of the minimum safety distance conforms to the laws, regulations and

standards of the countries where LSPD is used.
6) LSPD should be installed the place where there are no disturbance light (such as incandescent

lamp and stroboscopic lamp).
7) When two or more scanners are installed in adjacent position, the measure to prevent mutual in⁃

terference should be adopted.
8) The window surface is clean and there is no damage.

4.1.3 The pre-check of the Wiring
1) The power of LSPD is DC24V ± 20%.
2) Both of OSSD1 and OSSD2 should be connected to the safety control system of the controlled

machine.
3) Power supply polarity.
4) No damage to the cable insulation.
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4.1.4 The pre-check during the controlled machine stop
To ensure the normal operation of the scanner when the controlled machine is stopped, the specimen

should be used to perform the following pre-check. In this case, power should be only supplied to LSPD.
The specimen object should comply with size of the minimum detectable object.

1) When the test-piece appears in the specified protection area, the red stop indicator light is on.
The whole protective area should be tested.

2) The LSPD works normally after being supplied power. If no object is detected in the protective
area, the greed normal indicator light is on.
4.1.5 The pre-check when operating the machine

1) When the test-piece appears in the specified protective area, the machine will stop operating.
The whole protective area should be tested.

2) When the power of LSPD is cut off, the controlled machine should stop running.
3) When output of OSSD is OFF, the controlled machine should stop operating.
4) The overall response time of the safety control system (from the test-piece entering into the pro⁃

tective area to the machine stopping) should be less than the response time that is used to calculate the
safety distance.
4.2 Daily check
4.2.1 The pre-check of the installation

1) There are no loose screws on the scanner after installation。
2) When the OSSD is on the OFF state, the machine controlled by the scanner stops running.
3) The installation of LSPD should ensure that the machine operator cannot enter or be close to the

danger area if does not pass through the protection area.
4) The installation of LSPD should ensure that the machine can not run if there are people or ob⁃

jects in the danger area.
5) Ensure that calculation the minimum safety distance conforms to the laws, regulations and stan⁃

dards of the areas or countries where LSPD is used.
6) LSPD should be installed in the place where there are no disturbance light (such as incandes⁃

cent lamps, stroboscopic lamps).
7) When two or more LSPDs are installed in adjacent position, the measure to prevent mutual inter⁃

ference should be adopted.
8) The window surface is clean and there is no damage.

4.2.2 The pre-check during the machine stop
To ensure the normal operation of the scanner when the controlled machine is stopped, the specimen

should be used to perform the following pre-check. In this case, power should be only supplied to LSPD.
The specimen object should comply with size of the minimum detectable object.
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1) When the test-piece appears in the specified protection area, the red stop indicator light is on.
The whole protective area should be tested.

2) The LSPD works normally after being supplied power. If no object is detected in the protective
area, the greed normal indicator light is on.
4.2.3 The pre-check when operating the machine

1) When the test-piece appears in the specified protective area, the machine will stop operating.
The whole protective area should be tested.

2) When the power of LSPD is cut off, the controlled machine should stop running.
3) When output of OSSD is OFF, the controlled machine should stop operating.
4) The overall response time of the safety control system (from the test-piece entering into the pro⁃

tective area to the machine stopping) should be less than the response time that is used to calculate the
safety distance.
4.3 Regular check

The machine administrator should perform regular check one time no more than six months. The reg⁃
ular check includes the following items beside the 4.2 Daily check.

1) Whether the position of the LSPD has changed.
2) All the cables are connected to the external device correctly, and the connection is safe and reli⁃

able.
3) The window surface is clean and there is no damage.

4.4 Window cleaning and replace
4.4.1 Window cleaning

The window is an important part of detection system. The window must be cleaned whenever there is
dirt or pollutants on it.

Use the cleaner that can not eroded polycarbonate and soft cloth to clean the window.
If the window is dirty, the detection function may be weakened due to the light attenuation. When

Pollution is serious, pollutants will be detected as an object near the protective area and the OSSD enters
the OFF-state. When the window pollution is detected, the led segment display will indicate .

Be sure to keep the window clean to avoid OSSD enter the OFF state unnecessarily.
4.4.2 Window replacing

If the window is damaged, it should be replaced. Only professionally trained personnel is permitted
to replace the window. Two steps are required to replace the window.

1) Replace the window
First remove the bolts fixing the window as the Fig.4.1 shows and then move the window and change

new window. Fasten the window with bolts. The window should be changed in clean environment. Please
note the light pass surface of new window and inner structure is forbidden to be touched by hand.
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2) Calibrate the window
The window should be calibrated after change by configuration software. User only need to click ”

window calibration”button to complete the calibration. Please refer to“ instruction of configuration soft⁃
ware for LSPD safety laser scanner”for detailed method.

Fig.4.1 Window disassembling diagram
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Section5 Troubleshooting
The condition display nixie tube of LSPD can show the reason of the fault.

Sheet5.1 Common faults and solutions
Phenomenon Cause

Area group input signal
fault
OSSD output Error

EDM fault

System fault
Window dirty or window
is not calibrated

Solution
Reconfigure the area group by the configura⁃
tion software and transmit to the scanner
The safety output fault, check whether there
is a connection error, or scanner fault
Check state of contact of monitored device

Scanner system fault
Stop the machine, clean or change or cali⁃
brate the window
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